
How to list yourself in Google Places



 Google Account Manager Link
◦ https://www.google.com/accounts/ManageAccount

?hl=en

 Google Places Link
◦ http://www.google.com/lbc

 Quality Guidelines
◦ http://www.google.com/support/places/bin/answe

r.py?hl=en&answer=107528

 Google Places Help Forum
◦ http://www.google.com/support/forum?hl=en

 Google Boost Questions? 

support@1c4y.com

www.1choice4yourst

ore.com
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 “Use the description and custom attribute fields to include additional 
information about your listing. This type of content should never 
appear in your business’s title, address or category fields.”

 What Google REALLY meant in that subtle phrase was: Any 
words from your business title, address (city or state 
especially) or category fields CAN NEVER BE REPEATED IN 
YOUR DESCRIPTION or you can have your Google Place page 
pulled off the net and have to fight for months to get re-
listed!

 Example: ABC Plumbing in Atlanta - “ABC Plumbing is a 
family-owned local plumbing contractor. We’ve been serving 
the Atlanta GA area for over 20 years”. (5 Google violations in 
that simple statement!)



 “What your business is, not what it does or 
things it sells” 

 Using a dentist as an example: 

 A sampling of main keywords (categories) many Dentists want to rank for 
are: Dentist, Cosmetic Dentistry, Dental Implants, Teeth Whitening, 
Invisalign, Porcelain Veneers. The core KW Dentist is fine because that’s what 
he “is.” But the rest are all PROCEDURES (as in G’s example Vaccinations). 
Those are things a Dentist “DOES”

 There is a lot of talk about what is allowed and not allowed right now with 
the new Google Places Algo, but the biggest thing to remember is DO NOT 
KEYWORD STUFF your categories, they are categories, not a description of 
services.



 1) AdWords becomes 
more important.

 2) AdWords gets more 
competitive.

 3) Reviews and citations 
become more 
important/visible.

 4) Building out your 
Google Place Page 
becomes more 
important.


